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Field Notes:                                                                                                        January 2, 2002 
 
Growing fruit can be easier than you think… 
 
By:  Dr. Ernie Flint, Area Agent/Agriculture 
Mississippi State University Extension Service 
 
 Since coming to work here as agent about ten years ago, I have received literally 
hundreds of calls and requests for information about growing various kinds of fruit.  Almost all 
of these calls have come from home gardeners who want to produce for their own use; for 
making jellies and preserves, pies, and the other good things we all enjoy.  
 Home fruit growers generally fall into three basic categories.  Many of these people 
neglect their plantings; only doing a very few things when they have the time, and often doing 
these incorrectly.  Others overdo many things; over-fertilizing, over-watering, over-pruning, and 
over-spraying.  The third group are patient people who do the necessary things conservatively; 
this group is the most successful.  
 Growing fruit is not that terribly difficult.  When a few key things are done, you can 
successfully grow fruit in our area just as people have done for many years.  Let’s list some of 
these even though they are really just common sense.  
Choose a fruit crop that is proven in this area.  Obviously, we can’t grow oranges, but for 
the home fruit grower, peaches are almost as difficult.  Unless you really want to get into an in-
depth program, don’t commit much of your effort to peaches.  Instead, plant nectarine (Harko or 
Stark Sunglow varieties) or plum trees of proven varieties (Bruce or Santa Rosa); they are much 
easier to manage than peaches, and can be used for many of the same purposes.  Plant proven 
muscadine varieties like Carlos or Fry, and don’t attempt to grow grapes unless you have more 
expertise and time than most.   
Try the large persimmon varieties (Fuyu or American Sweet); these will produce well 
almost every year with very little care since they are adapted almost as well as wild persimmons.  
Figs are another good choice for our area; but use sprouts from a proven plant, or varieties 
(Celeste or Southern Brown Turkey) that are commonly grown here.  Apples do very well here 
with a minimum of care, especially those varieties (Gala and Arkansas Black) which bloom late 
in the spring and avoid the late frosts we often get.  And pears (Keiffer, Orient, and Moonglow 
varieties) are probably our most dependable producers that every gardener should have; they will 
produce when nothing else does, and normally only need to be treated for fire blight in the early 
spring.  Blackberries are also dependable producers, but their care is a little more complicated; 
study these before trying them.  
Select planting sites with good soil and good topsoil depth, and make sure the area drains 
well.  A raised row or “terrace” is often used to improve drainage.  Slopes are the best for most 
fruit species, but avoid hollows if possible since cold air can collect and damage plants.  Don’t 
expect fruit trees and vines to produce without proper liming and fertilization; they need this just 
like a field crop or garden.  Test the soil to determine what applications are needed.  
  Give your plants the care they need by doing the early season sprays for disease and 
insect prevention.  Don’t allow plants to become so thick with branches that sunlight cannot 
penetrate the canopies.  Sunlight is nature’s best medicine for discouraging diseases and insects. 
Always prune muscadines back to the main leaders during the winter since fruit is produced on 
the new growth each year.  Mow around plants at least two times each year to reduce 
competition for nutrients and moisture, but avoid damaging trunks with weed eaters.  Keep dead 
wood cut out of trees, and always remove and destroy debris such as diseased or insect damaged 
fruit since these are the source of future problems.  
 Fruit and berry crops require at least a minimum of care, just like any crop; but a home 
orchard/vineyard can produce almost as consistently as a commercial operation with a little TLC.  
The biggest problems we have with home fruit production in this area is that people tend to plant 
what is on sale, and these plants are often the wrong variety; and many people just set the plants 
out and then expect them to produce without any help.  Unless you are willing to commit to 
giving plants at least some care, you will be better off to buy your fruit, but you will be missing 
the satisfaction of having your own fruit to use and share with others.  
 There are many more varieties than I have listed that will do well here, and there are 
more detailed instructions on how to do the things I have discussed, but many of you already 
know how to do these things if you will take the time to do them.  Call or come by the MSU 
Extension Office if you want more information. 
Happy New Year from all of us at the Mississippi State University Extension Service.  
